MULTIPLE CHOICE  Read each statement or question. On the lines below write the letter of the best answer.

1. Muslim scholars in Baghdad and Córdoba translated ancient writings into what language?
   a. French  
b. Arabic  
c. German  
d. Spanish

2. In the 1320s, the explorer who traveled to Africa, India, China, and Spain was
b. Muhammad.  
c. Abu Bakr.  
d. Ibn Battutah.

3. Muslims made their greatest advances in what subject?
   a. languages  
b. medicine  
c. philosophy  
d. chemistry

4. Muslim doctors discovered how to cure what disease?
   a. smallpox  
b. mumps  
c. measles  
d. rubella

5. A form of decorative writing is called
   a. decorative.  
b. minaret.  
c. calligraphy.  
d. Sufism.